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Introduction. The purpose of the subject trip was to update myself on the status of the
agrarian reform programs in El Salvador. This purpose was more or less dccompiished,
pcirticularly on the Phcise III. or Decreee 207 program; though I did not have the
opportunity to do the field work which would have provided gredter credibility and
specificity for what follows below. I hope to close this gap in September when I plan to
return to El Salvador for a longer stay, and when the present greatly expanded FINATA
program campaign will be in fuii swing.
Second, I did not have the time to give anything but the most cursory review of the Phase
I. program . What I did learn however was not encouraging, i.e ., the heavy debt burden of
many of the Phase I. cooperatives, ISTA apparent inability to provide timely services to
the cooperatives, and the internecine conflicts involved in the management and support of
the cooperatives (e.g. between UCS, FESACORA and ISTA). I hope also to look more
closely cit the Phase I. program the next time around.
Overview. The Phase III. program is not easy to evaluate, or to make sure statements
about, in large part because the program has never developed any rhythm or automaticity .
It is a program marked by crises; one which has never stabilized, or where one could
confidently venture the judgment that the reform has been institutionalized with little
chance of being roiled back or destroyed.
Generaiiy, in other land reform programs in other countries, there has been a period of
testing usually in the programs' first year when the interest conflicts on the land
crystaiiize and the will of the public authorities who manage .the program is challenged.
During ·t his period~he government successfully resists the challenges, political
accomodations between the conflicting interests eire more or less reached, and the reform
stabilizes. Or alternati~ none of the above happens, and the reform aborts.
Suffice to say, this pattern has not repeated itself in El Salvador. The Phase III. program
has clearly made substantial progress in a quantitative sense, e.g. the number of title·
applications, provisional titles, etc., but it continues to be beset with an array of problems
and chaiienges that cut to its very heart, that is, to its continued existenc e. The "land-tothe-tiller" program in El Salvador is indeed sui generis.
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strong today as it was at the program's inception. In fact, this resistance not only
continues unabated, but has become more sophisticated, manifesting itself at each of the
administrative levels of program implementation. Although hard data is still lacking, it
seems clear that the core of this resistance is composed of relatively small and medium-.
sized landowners who still live on the land, are closely linked to, or are, the traditional
local power structure, and are politically active in one of the conservative national
poii·iical parties, particularly ARENA, and thereby influence the execution of the program
by the responsible government agencies.
Ultimately, the major problems of land reform in El Salvador are quintessentially
political. The present government (or non-government) does not have the coiiective or
consensual power to enforce its will on the warring interests that define the political
struggle which is now taking place over land in El Salvador -- a struggle between the
interests of commercial agriculture cind those of campesino-domi nated, minifundia
cigriculture which is largely subsistence in character . The intensity of the conflict ·
between what is in effect two quite different agrarian production systems is no doubt
compounded by land scarcity and excessive population growth. The present fragmentation
of political power in the Salvadoran government inhibits resolution of the conflict - or at
least, the beginning of a meaningful longer range accomodation of it -- and explains in
considerable part the irregular behavior of the Phase III. program.
The U.S. Role. In light of the above political situation, it is imperative that the U.S.
government continues to strongly support the land reform efforts in El Salvador;
reinforcing those Salvadorans, public and private, who support the programs and acting as
pressure cigent for overall effective performance by the responsible government agencies.
Candidly put, we must seek ways to effectively but prudently enter the fray to tip the
scales in the ubiquitous interest conflicts involved in favor of the campesino. Given the
diffusion of political power and the uneven character of the contending forces (favoring
the landlord), our role as a balancer cind catalyst is absolutely vital. There would have
been no land reform program in the first place without the U.S. role, and today the
situation has little changed.
The Phase III. program is very much alive. It alternately moves forward for a time and
then lurches to a virtual stop; but it is a reality -- a reality that must be sustained and
hopefully broadened over the next six months before elections and the unpredictability
that they imply.
In particular, I would suggest that high level U.S. representations with the Government
are in order over the next few months. We now have the first results on the eviction
study which verify the seriousness of the eviction problem and beg for foiiow-up
consultations. The related problems of oppositions, lack of reinstaiiations and "renuncias"
are potentially almost as serious as evictions. And the present language in the draft
constitution that pertains to the agrarian reform is manifestly inadequate. It would seem
that we should make our views known on these matters to the Government in constructive
and timely fashion. I would add two poinfs in the above regard: (1) a supportive role by the
new U.S. Ambassador is of utmost importance; and ·(2) the problems referred to above go
considerably beyond the authority and control of the President of FINA T A (who I believe
is doing a good job and that we are lucky to have him running the Phase III. program).
Technical Requirements; U.S. and GOES. It is my sense of things that the technical
components of Phase III. are no longer of central concern. No doubt, improvements could
be made, particularly with respect to the de jure systems and procedures of program
implementation. However, time has made a substantial effort in this field somewhat
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marginal. It would appear to be too late in the life of the program to push for major
changes, at least not until next year when we have d. new governme nt d.nd presumabl y a
new set of program parameter s.
Further, the USAID support effort has improved w
•'•t., primarily in the USAID Office
of Rural Developm ent with the addition of new technical personnel and the growth in
knowledge and experience of those who counterpa rt FINATA offices. Second, FINATA has
able manageme nt; as an organizati on, it is now more efficently structured and its
personnel are considerab ly more experience d on technical matters. It is a much better
organizati on than ISTA at the present time. FIN AT A's new p:-ogram campaign for the next
six months is well-conce ived and fully feasible. The success or failure of the campaign
will not turn on matters of technical execution .
Performan ce on the Phase III. program, January-Ju ne 1983. This performan ce was
recently reviewed in Mr. Doherty's statement of August 4, 1983, to the Foreign Relations
Committe e of the U.S. Senate, and the substance of the review need not be repeated here,
except · for a few particularl y salient factors. The reasons for the mixed performan ce by
FIN ATA noted in the statement reflect a further element which perhaps should have
received somewhat more attention.
During this six months period, FINA TA Departme nt Offices were for the first time on the
receiving end of a "cascade" of land-lord opposition claims contesting beneficiar y title
applicatio ns. This volume of oposicione s necessitat ed a turning inward of FIN AT A
operations and certainly contribute d to the neglect of the front end of the program, that
is, the taking of new title d.pplicatio ns, which declined so drastically in the last four
months of the certificati on period.
These landlord opposition s reflect something else. They are at least partly the result of
ARENA's entrenchm ent in FIN AT A. This new form of landlord resistance did not appear
as if by magic. Opposition s· d.re being encourage d from within FINATA by ARENA party
members appointed to FIN AT A since the elections last year. Needless to say, landlord
interests are now well represente d in FINATA.
The Pattern of Landlord Resistance and the Role of Campesino Organizat ions. Illegal
evictions are the single most serious problem affecting the life of the 207 program. They
can devastate the reform. Given a. weak central governme nt d.nd a local power structure
friendly to the landlord, evictions can get out of hand quickly and easily, particular ly if
the landlords feel that public authoritie s are sympathet ic or will look the other way. Yet
the important point that I want to stress here is not evictions per se -- we have a good
discussion of them in the Doherty statement -- but rather the existence of a pattern of
landlord resistance of which evictions are but one part. At each level of the 207 program,
the opposing forces now have effective means to inhibit and slow down the reform: at the
local level, evictions and surrogate evictions through illegal use of pending opposition
claims; at the departmen t level, opposition s and renuncias; at the national level, use of
the draft constitutio n to undermine agrarian reform. We don't know whether this pattern
is conspirato rial, or orchestrat ed, or whether it has taken shape willy nilly. However, we
do know that it has to be countered . In this regard, the campesino organizati ons simply
have to play a more active and aggressive role in sup_port of the agrarian reform
programs. I supect that thus far this has been the mis'lng ingredient in developing
sustained support for the reforms.
For example, in FINATA's present outreach campaign, campesino organizati on promotore s
must be assigned to each of the Comite Agrarios in the field; they must regularly check
the posting of opposition s at departmen tal offices and inform the d.ffected campesino s;
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they must report evictions and solicit assistance from FIN AT A and the local commander.
There are indeed a multitude of supportive functions in the field thdt Cdmpesino
organizations can and should perform, but generally are not. The new FIN AT A campaign is
crucial to the Phase III. program. The campesino organizations must participate in wdys
and to an extent that they have heretofore not done. They are in effect the primary
balancers, or counters, to the pattern of landlord resistance noted above.
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